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Frank Paterek is Hoffman Transport, Inc.’s August 2016 Driver of the Month.  Frank joined us 
September of last year and has been going strong ever since.  Frank is a personable, hard 
working driver and has been incident/accident free here in 2016.  If you see Frank on the yard 
or at a customer, please congratulate him.  

 

Frank, please stop up and see the Safety Department for a special Thank You from Hoffman 
Transport, Inc.  

Frank Paterek  
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Arbogast Wayne  August 12 
Brandle Curtis  August 20 
Favors Matthew  August 21 
Foster Lamont  August 01 
Hammond Myron  August 08 
Kinna Jason  August 17 
Youmans Jonathan  August 14 
Lynch Harold  August 07 
Mowell George  August 02 
Osenbaugh-Acost Richard  August 29 
Hoffman John R.  August 15 
Mellott Brandi  August 26 
    

Eric Harry 08/09/16 

Frank Paterek 08/24/16 

NONE 

Demers Paul  August 14, 2013 
Harris Charles  August 22, 2012 
Ledford Douglas  August 13, 2003 
Lum Gary  August 14, 2013 
Vignali Tommy  August 11, 2015 
Williams Jason  August 18, 2014 
Derusha Kathy  August 17, 2015 
Brager Bridget  August 12, 1991 
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      Team 1     

  Top 10% Top 50% Tractor Driver Efficiency 

1 X X 333 Aaron Wieland 7.22 

2 X X 203 Dave Carbaugh 7.2 

3 X X 369 Ken White 7.16 

4   X 337 Brian Whittington 7.08 

5   X 335 Steve Pastore 7 

6   X 395 David Ridley 6.97 

7   X 394 Desmond Pantaja 6.95 

8   X 391 Carl Young 6.94 

9   X 336 Eddie Kelbaugh 6.86 

10   X 365 Dave Krause 6.84 

11   X 366 Tim Leonard 6.78 

12   X 339 Bill Dunigan 6.75 

  Top 10% Top 50% Team 2     

1 X X 390 Corey Grantham 7.28 

2 X X 343 Matt Favors 7.1 

3 X X 387 Art Fickes 7.02 

4 X X 379 Mike Weir 6.96 

5   X 372 Damian Cooper 6.86 

6   X 384 Otis Williams 6.86 

7   X 363 Eric Shorter 6.8 

8   X 389 Dave Bernhardt 6.8 

9   X 388 Doug Ledford 6.77 

10   X 382 Jeff Mather 6.76 

11   X 345 Dan Rife 6.71 

12   X 377 Bill Woods 6.7 

13   X 349 Bob Kring 6.67 

14   X 330 Ken Roberts 6.66 

15   X 386 Earl Skyers 6.65 

  Top 10% Top 50% Team 3     

1 X X 399 Bill Fitz 8.18 

2   X 398 Al Shenk 7.73 
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Time-Off Requests 
 

To make sure we have an even balance of freight and drivers, it is imperative that we know about our driver’s time off requests as soon as they 
become available.  Aside from “normal” home time, any appointments (doctor, dentist, vacation, etc.,…) need to be approved by dispatch.  This 
means ALL drivers need to fill out the Time Off Request Form and turn it in two weeks ahead of time. 

 

If you need time off, no matter if it is just a morning or an evening, please fill out the form.  We can approve the time off, provide you a copy and 
put it on our Calendar. 

 

We do our best to make sure you meet your appointments, but it is critical we know about them sooner rather than later. 

 

Telling us on Friday afternoon that you have a doctor’s appointment on Monday isn’t enough notice for us. 

 

Thanks 

 

Ryan Swope 

Caring and Sharing 
Most of us have issues in life that are remarkable and unfortunately also sad or unpleasant.   I often get asked about employees 
when they are going through these times.  Please, if you have any input regarding these times in your life that you would want to 
let the rest of your working family know about, call in and I will gladly add it to the next newsletter.   I personally believe in the 
power of positive thinking and the more positive thinkers you have on your side the better. 

 

Congratulations to Bill Fitz.  He became a grandpa for the second time when Hayden John Culler Fitz entered the world on Saturday 
07/16/16 at 2pm. 

 

Update…..Lori Stockslager aka “Sarge” Security Manager.  Most of you will remember Lori and probably also remember she has been 
fighting cancer for long time.  She is one tough woman.  Lori called in on July 18th and I must say she sounded fantastic.  Said her cancer 
numbers are down and she is hoping they will continue to decline. 

 

Remember Ed Harrison? 

Ed Harrison was an employee of Hoffman Transport Inc. for many years.  Some of our long term drivers may remember him.               
Unfortunately his wife called to inform us that he lost his battle with cancer recently.   She mentioned that he often thought of the drivers 
and hoped they all were living a life of happiness and success.   For those of you having a bit of trouble remembering Ed, this may help 
you;  He started out as a guard and transferred to a driver manager while employed here.  Ed and his wife Deborah Harrison  have 2 chil-
dren, 7 grandchildren and 3 great grandchildren.   

 

We are happy to announce that on July 21, 2016, Colleen Harvie has joined the Hoffman team as Accounting Manager.  Colleen has more 
than twenty years of experience in accounting working for multiple industries, such as Medical, Construction and Manufacturing.  Colleen 
comes to us with a Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting and knowledge in varying aspects of farming as well as transportation through her 
logistics experience while serving the U.S. Air Force 341st Transportation Squadron.   

Please help us welcome Colleen.  Let us all do our best to make her transition as smooth as possible. 
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1. Slow Down! 

2. Increase Your Following Distance. 

3. Leave Cruise Control Off. 

4. Anticipate Decreased Visibility. 

5. Scan the Roadway for Debris. 

6. Keep Both Hands on the Wheel. 

7. Take into Consideration the Size, Weight or Type of Load—Light or top heavy loads, empty or twin 
trailers are more vulnerable 

8. Trust Your Instincts.  If the Winds Are Too Strong or Visibility Too Impaired—Pull Over! 

 A.  Get Completely Off the Road 

 B.  Set the Emergency Brake 

 C.  Take Your Foot off the Brake Pedal 

 D.  Keep Your Seatbelt Buckled 

 E. If Visibility is Low, Put Emergency Lights On. 

Random Drug/Alcohol Testing 
 

This is a “Federal Law” that can not be ignored.  When I hand you 
the paperwork, do not ask the question “Do I have to go now?”  Of 
course you do, it’s random testing.     

   

Thanks 

Bridget 
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Ross Keeney 
7/18/16 

Janetta Crawford 
7/11/16 

Keith Williams  
7/11/16 

Raymond “Jeff” Davy 
7/7/16 
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Count Your Freight…….So you don’t have to pay a load claim. 
 

 

I would like to discuss a topic that some drivers take for granted. The topic is 
“Freight Claims”. We have been getting more freight claims in the recent months 
than we have had in the past year. 

 

What causes a claim? Most of the time it is shortages. You, the driver, are                
responsible to count the freight and make sure you watch it being loaded on the 
truck so that it all gets loaded. 

 

I know that we do have some shippers that do not allow you on the dock; however 
we have some other shippers that do allow you on the dock to count but, you must 
ask, as they do not inform you that you can be on the dock. This is where these 
claims are coming from because the driver does not ask, “can I count the freight”. 

 

I just want to remind all drivers, Owner Operators, and Brokers that you are               
responsible for any preventable load claim and will be charged for the entire claim. 
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Post Trip Inspections…..DVIR’S 
 

Post Trip Inspections must be done every day you operate your truck. 

 

I know that most of our drivers are doing DVIR’S or Post Trip Inspections on the People Net System. 
However there are still many of you that are not. 

This is a very easy and simple way to do your Post Trip Inspection, and when you do it this way it 
goes right to the shop computer and we can get any issues with trucks or trailers taken care of im-
mediately.  

 

If you do not know how to correctly do a Post Trip Inspection on your People Net screen please see 
me for instruction. I cannot express how important this is.  It is required by law (DOT) that we fill 
them out and keep them for six months. 

 

To all of our drivers that are filling out this form daily, thank you and keep up the good work. 

 

Thank you for your cooperation, 

 

Skip  

Trailer Messages 
 Please make sure you are sending which trailer you hook to in the proper message in your workflow. 
This helps update your dispatch and you don’t get a call later asking for the information. If your     
workflow is not working correctly or your satellite is down, please make sure you are calling in your 
trailers. This helps us keep track of Hoffman trailers so we know where we can send drivers for      
empties if they need to swap, or where OOS trailers may be sitting. This will also help down at Taylor 
where our drivers need to fuel before dropping. If we don’t get record of you dropping, we can’t charge 
Taylor when they burn fuel and you have to refuel after hooking to your loads. So, please keep this in 
mind and keep us updated on your trailers. 

 

Thank You, 

Branden 
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8 9 2     3   1 4 
                  
        6 8   7   

4 5     8       1 

    8       2     

1   3 7     5     

  7 1     6   5   

5   9 2       8   

6         7     9 

Sudoku is easy to play and the rules are simple.  Fill in the blanks so that each row, each    col-
umn, and each of the nine 3x3 grids contain one instance of each of the numbers 1 through 9. 

    

    

    

    

   1           2            3           4 

August 
Birthstone is the peridot or onyx. 

Flower is the gladiolus or poppy, meaning beauty, strength of character, love, marriage and family. 
Zodiac signs in August are Leo (until August 21) and Virgo (from August 22 onward). 

Across 

1. (Hot{?)on} 

2. 2012 Affleck film 

3. Some Christmas trees 

4. One-time mates 

Down 

1. Vault 

2. Grand____ 

3. Monstrous person 

4. Fling 
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WASHINGTON — American Trucking Associations, the National Association of Truck Stop Operators, the 
American Transportation Research Institute and the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance announced May 18 
Park My Truck, a free mobile truck-parking app that should be available in August. The kickoff event was 
held in the Rayburn House Office Building on Capitol Hill.  

Lisa Mullings, president of NATSO, which is paying to develop the app, said drivers will be able to download 
the app that will enable them to find available truck parking at commercial truck stops and state-provided rest 
areas in the 48 continental states.  

“Professional drivers are essential to our economy and our way of life in America,” Mullings said. “Their  
safety and security are a major priority.”  

ATRI Vice President Dan Murray noted the dearth of truck parking was the No. 2 issue on the organization’s 
most recent list of top issues in the industry.  

Rep. Bill Shuster, chairman of the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, said, “We do have a 
shortage of parking spaces out there, [but] maybe not as much as we think. But this technology will help us 
[keep trucks] from parking on the side of an interstate or a ramp.”  

Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton, who noted the importance of available parking to truck drivers, termed Park My 
Truck, “A perfect example of a public-private partnership because [the federal government] had to pay for the 
study.”  

Rep. Paul Tomko’s constituent, Jason Rivenburg, was the driver whose murder in 2009 at an abandoned South 
Carolina gas station inspired “Jason’s Law.” That tragedy inspired Tomko to become involved in the issue of 
safe truck parking.  

“Access to safe and accessible rest stops can be a life-or-death issue as I unfortunately learned during my first 
term in office,” Tomko said. “Truckers deserve safety, nothing less.”  

ATA President Bill Graves said the hunt for parking spaces causes “sheer frustration” for drivers and called 
Park My Truck “an important step in the right direction” for their safety. 

Graves also noted that many more trucks are expected to be on the road as the economy expands and the    
population grows during the coming years 
 
Of course, making parking easier to find also will help keep drivers from cutting their shifts short in order to 
avoid violating federal hours-of-service rules.  

“The utilization of the equipment is precious,” Graves said. “The fuel they’re burning is precious. Getting the 
cargo safely to and from wherever it’s supposed to be going is precious. Being able to more efficiently find 
parking is an important contributor to a more efficient supply chain.”  

CVSA Executive Director Collin Mooney said his organization is “interested in making it easier for truckers to 
find parking to get the rest they need to operate safely instead of being an obstruction on our roadways.” 
 
 
 
© Transport Topics, American Trucking Associations Inc. 
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